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Success is the result of 
clear goals and 

continuous 
improvement



Improve teams in a targeted and 
measurable way in just four steps

Define individually 
what success means 
to you, your teams 

and your 
organization.

Measure the defined 
success factors with 

feedback from as 
many stakeholders as 

possible.

Receive deep insights 
and structured 

reports on the health 
of all teams and the 

organization.

Improve based on 
given insights with 

guidance and 
recommendations 

for action.

DEFINE MEASURE UNSERSTAND IMPROVE
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➜ Define success factors that fit to 
your goals and company culture

➜ Select one of our standard analysis 
frameworks

➜ Or create your own framework
based on best practices and 
industry standards

➜ Or let us create a framework that 
identifies your strength and 
potentials

➜ The tool and the analysis 
frameworks are available in
English and German

DEFINE MEASURE UNDERSTAND IMPROVEDefine what success means to you, 
your teams and your organization



Once the analysis framework is pre-
pared you can start the self-assessment

➜ Let all members of your 
organization or teams give their 
feedback in an online self-
assessment

➜ The tool adapts the questions
to individual roles

➜ The survey can be adapted to
the privacy policy of your 
company

➜ The tool is already in use in 
huge companies with strict 
regulations

DEFINE MEASURE UNDERSTAND IMPROVE



The generated reports provide 
insights for improvement

➜ Based on the analysis, the tool 
creates various reports

➜ The reports show how well the 
organization and teams are 
positioned

➜ Further reports give deeper insights 
and show possible conflicts and 
communication deficits

➜ Teams can discuss these results in 
retrospective sessions, identify their 
potentials and jointly define 
measures for improvement

Watch our demo: https://getnabled.com/report/DjUhlKHuGn/EN (Login/Registration needed)
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Identify the potential for improvement 
with tool support

➜ In retrospectives, the tool 
guides teams through all 
analyzed topics and offers 
concrete recommendations for 
action in addition to the reports

➜ The moderated retros last 
about 2-3 hours

➜ Scrum masters and coaches 
who want to conduct the 
retrospectives themselves will 
be gladly trained by :nabled

Watch our demo: https://getnabled.com/details/DjUhlKHuGn/EN (Login/Registration needed)
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Let's achieve more with more fun in 
your teams and your organization

➜ Frank Löhr: fl@nabled.de
➜ Register: getnabled.com/register
➜ Demo: https://getnabled.com/report/DjUhlKHuGn/EN


